
Medisoft© Clinical from eMDs combines the practice 
management (PM) features of Medisoft with a proven, certified 
electronic health record (EHR) that has helped thousands of 
practices improve quality of care and financial performance. 
Because it is specially designed for Medisoft users, Medisoft 
Clinical simplifies your EHR implementation with a seamless 
upgrade that won’t put your cash flow at risk.

Seamless Practice Management Workflow

Practice management in Medisoft Clinical is designed to 
help your practice maximize your revenue as you navigate an 
increasingly difficult regulatory landscape as well as a shift 
towards patient responsibility.

Medisoft’s flexible scheduling workflow and its customizable 
charge entry and claims submission functions allow you to tailor 
the system to meet exactly your practice’s needs. 
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Medisoft Clinical  |  Proven Technology to Manage Your Practice

Simply Better EHR, Practice Management, Revenue Cycle, and Credentialing Services.

One Touch Sets Your Patient Chart In Motion

The unique design of Medisoft Clinical’s EHR allows your 
physicians the ease of a single-screen workflow, where the 
information they enter into their patient notes automatically 
appears in the appropriate area of the patient’s chart as discrete, 
reportable data.

Best of all, when the encounter is over, coding information 
seamless flows to the billing staff in Medisoft.

Using fully customizable templates and Medisoft Clinical’s Bright 
Note Technology™, physicians have the freedom to focus on their 
patients and let the data take care of itself.

Take care of your practice and patients. We’ll worry about your software.
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Online Appointment Scheduling

New with Medisoft Clinical, your practice can allow patients to 

schedule and request appointments right from your website. As 

they do so, they can do demographic form entry, which will speed 

up the patient intake process once the patient arrives for their 

appointment. As the world continues to move online, patients 

demand the same from their practices. Medisoft Clinical can help 

you do just that.

Integrated Appointment Reminders 

Medisoft Clinical’s new partnership with AutoRemind offers 

practices the ability to send appointment reminders to patients 

scheduled for future appointments through either phone calls, 

texts, or secure emails. As patients confirm their appointment, 

Medisoft Clinical will note that confirmation in the system for 

staff. The AutoRemind portal can also be used to assist with the 

patient recall process.

*Additional monthly fees apply.

ICD-10 Search Tool

Insurance carriers are starting to enforce the selection of more 

specific ICD-10 codes. Luckily, Medisoft Clinical can help with 

its new ICD-10 Search Tool. The tool’s natural language query 

allows users to search the ICD-10 library by code, plain language 

description, or even by clicking on visual diagrams. Don’t let your 

cashflow be affected by changing coding requirements!
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What’s New in Medisoft Clinical?

Simply Better EHR, Practice Management, Revenue Cycle, and Credentialing Services.

Contact Your eMDs Value-Added Reseller:
Contact Your Value Added Reseller Today!
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